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Abstract
Social media is bustling with ever growing
cases of trolling, aggression and hate. A huge
amount of social media data is generated each
day which is insurmountable for manual in-
spection. In this work, we propose an effi-
cient and fast method to detect aggression and
misogyny in social media texts. We use data
from the Second Workshop on Trolling, Ag-
gression and Cyber Bullying for our task. We
employ a BERT based model to augment our
data. Next we employ Tf-Idf and XGBoost
for detecting aggression and misogyny. Our
model achieves 0.73 and 0.85 Weighted F1
Scores on the 2 prediction tasks, which are
comparable to the state of the art. However,
the training time, model size and resource re-
quirements of our model are drastically lower
compared to the state of the art models, mak-
ing our model useful for fast inference.

1 Introduction

With the rise of social media, there has also been a
huge surge of online criticism and trolling. Mitiga-
tion of these kinds of online bullying has been an
important problem and has been studied for a long
time. However, the amount of information gen-
erated on social media is too large for humans to
wade through. Machine Learning (ML) and Deep
Learning (DL) models have achieved great success
in the task of text categorization. However, even
as larger models with higher accuracy are being
built, the importance of the quality of data has still
not reduced. Larger models will give sub-optimal
results if the training data is not of good quality.
But the results of large models are more difficult to
interpret. Traditional ML models have the advan-
tage of producing results that are relatively easier
to interpret.

In this work, we combine a large deep learning
model and traditional ML approaches for the pur-
pose of text classification. Our experimental data
is comprised of social media texts from YouTube

comments and the task is to predict the presence
of aggression and misogyny from the data. First
the data is analyzed to reveal the class distribution
issue with the data. Next we develop a Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformer
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) based text data aug-
mentation pipeline to fix the class distribution. This
augmented data helps to reduce class imbalance.
For the classification part, we develop a Tf-Idf and
XGBoost based classification model to classify the
text.

Our model1 achieves a score very close to the
state of the art. However, since the augmentation
task is essentially a one-time process, our model is
simpler and faster. The main classification pipeline
does not require high-end computational resources
during inference, which makes our model even
more efficient.

2 Related Works

So far, significant contributions have been made in
the domain of aggression detection in text (Razavi
et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2018, 2020b). Other as-
pects of of the task have been investigated in areas
such as trolling (Cambria et al., 2010; de la Vega
and Ng, 2018), misogyny (Anzovino et al., 2018),
cyberbullying (Dadvar et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2012),
racism (Greevy, 2004), offensive language(Nobata
et al., 2016) and hate speech(Djuric et al., 2015;
Davidson et al., 2017). All these works are di-
verse in terms of the target subject they investigate.
The works have mainly been conducted on English
datasets, however there are some other languages
on which works have been reported, for example,
in Hindi (Mandla et al., 2021),Spanish (Garibo i
Orts, 2019),Chinese (Su et al., 2017), etc.

1Source Code : https://github.com/Dutta-SD/
AggDetect

https://github.com/Dutta-SD/AggDetect
https://github.com/Dutta-SD/AggDetect
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Figure 1: Model Pipeline

3 Model Description

3.1 BERT based Text Data Augmentation
The dataset had a skewed distribution, with the
majority of the data belonging to one category. This
imbalance can cause models to always predict the
majority class. To counter this effect, we employed
a BERT based masked word prediction model for
data augmentation. The process of augmentation is
presented in Algorithm (1).

Algorithm 1 BERT based Data Augmentation -
Masked Word Prediction

1: Select one text belonging to the minority class.
2: Filter out the stop words from the text as they

do not contribute to the overall sentiment of
the text.

3: Randomly select one token and replace it with
a special [MASK] token. The model fills this
token with the word that it deems to be most
likely in that context.

4: We take the top k predictions for augmenting,
where ‘k’ is a hyper parameter. We choose k
as per the dataset to ensure equal class distri-
bution.

5: Repeat the above steps for other texts in the
minority class to make the distribution even for
all the classes.

The dataset is augmented once and stored. This
essentially being an offline one time process, makes
our overall model faster. This process need not be
repeated during inference, which makes our net
model size smaller.

3.2 Text Data Cleaning
To clean the texts, we use the following steps:

• Remove Punctuation – Punctuation marks
are replaced with empty string.

• Remove Stop Words – We use the default
stop words list of nltk package and replace
the stop words with the null character. We
exclude words like “no”, “not”, “ain’t” since

they change the semantic nature of a sentence;
therefore these words are retained.

• Stemming – Porter Stemmer from the
nltk package is used to reduce the vocabu-
lary size and noise.

3.3 Tf–Idf Vectorization
Tf–Idf Vectorization is a scheme that converts a
given text into a vector of numerical values. Classi-
fication task is made easier by using Tf–Idf, since
taking the log of the inverse count of t term reduces
the value of unimportant words occurring more fre-
quently in the document. Tf–Idf returns a sparse
vector for each text. This helps reduce memory
consumption and training time.

3.4 XGBoost Text Classifier
XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) or Extreme
Gradient Boosting is a very popular algorithm for
classification. The model is preferred because of
the following reasons.

• Sparsity Aware Computation – XGBoost
supports computations on sparse data, which
helps avoid unnecessary overheads and results
in faster training.

• Approximate Splitting Algorithm – BERT
based data augmentation (cf. Section 3.1) of
our pipeline increases the amount of data in
our dataset by data augmentation. XGBoost
provides approximate methods for splitting
the data which saves memory.

• Regularized Learning Objective – XG-
Boost provides regularized objective function
which controls model complexity and pre-
vents over-fitting.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Dataset
The English dataset (Bhattacharya et al., 2020) we
used for our experiments consists of texts scraped
from YouTube comments section (Kumar et al.,
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Table 1: Experiments on Various Classifiers and Weighted F1 Scores (Other Hyper-parameters are Default Values)

Model Sub Task A Score Sub Task B Score
Multi Layer Perceptron Classifier (50 iterations) 0.533 0.720
Random Forest Classifier 0.561 0.740
LinearSVC 0.620 0.773
XGBoost Classifier (γ = 0.2) 0.729 0.850
Final Model – XGBoost Classifier (γ = 0.1) 0.735 0.852

Table 2: Results obtained (Weighted F1 Score)

Team Name Sub Task A Score Sub Task B Score
Julian (Risch et al., 2020) 0.802 0.851
abaruah (Baruah et al., 2020) 0.728 0.870
sdhanshu (Safi Samghabadi et al., 2020) 0.759 0.857
Our best model 0.735 0.852

2020a). The task consists of 2 sub tasks - ‘Sub
Task A’ and ‘Sub Task B’.

Sub Task A is to detect the level of aggression
in the text and for this sub task the dataset con-
tains 3,375 Non Aggressive (NAG), 453 Covertly
Aggressive (CAG, Disguised aggressive content
e.g, sarcasm), and 435 Overly Aggressive (OAG,
directly aggressive) samples.

Sub Task B addresses misogyny identifica-
tion and for this the dataset comes with 3,954
Non Misogynistic (NGEN) and 309 Misogynistic
(GEN) samples.

An additional validation set was provided with
836 NAG, 117 CAG and 113 OAG samples for Sub
Task A and 993 NGEN and 73 GEN samples for
Sub Task B. The testset comprised of 690 NAG,
286 OAG and 224 CAG samples for Sub Task A
and 1,025 NGEN and 175 GEN samples for Sub
Task B.

For both the sub tasks, the ratio of samples indi-
cates a huge data imbalance. This was fixed by us-
ing BERT based augmentation and then prediction
was done using the model as described in Section
3.2 – 3.4.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the entire classification pipeline.
Hyper-parameter k (cf. Algorithm 1) was set to 2
for our model to augment each data point 2 times.
This entire process was repeated 2 times to even
out the distribution.

A number of experiments were performed on
Random Forest, SVM and Multi Layer Percep-
tron using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The BERT masked word prediction augmentation

model was moved to the GPU but not finetuned.
All hyper-parameters were set as per Devlin et al.
(2018). It took about 10 minutes to finish the entire
data augmentation process on a Nvidia Tesla K80
GPU.

Next, the Tf-Idf + XgBoost pipeline was trained
on an Intel Xeon CPU. The gamma hyperparame-
ter of XGBoost model was set to 0.1 for regular-
ization. All other hyper parameters were kept to
their default values. The entire process of cleaning,
training, validation and predicting on test data took
about 2 minutes to complete. We evaluated our
models using weighted F1 score.

4.3 Results

The results of our experiments are reported in Table
1. Among our models, XgBoost with γ = 0.1
yielded the best results for both the subtasks.

Table 2 presents a comparison of our best model
with the best models on this task reported in the
literature. Risch et al. (2020) obtained the highest
scores on Sub Task A and they used bagging of
multiple BERT models for prediction. Their en-
tire pipeline required 7 hours to train on a Nvidia
1080 Ti GPU. Baruah et al. (2020) reported the
best results on the Sub Task B and they used Trans-
former based models which demand heavy compu-
tational resources. Another top performing model
(Safi Samghabadi et al., 2020) took about 6 hours
to train on an Nvidia Tesla P40 GPU.

Our model achieves nearly comparable results
to the state of the art for this task but requires only
a small fraction of the computational resources and
time that the top models need. To train the model,
the total time required is about 30 minutes, which
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Table 3: Predictions by Our Model (Some Texts are Truncated)

Text Aggression Misogyny
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

watch sandeep’s interview in film companion fat
guy with salt and pepper hair ( rajiv masand )

NAG CAG GEN NGEN

maria malhotra yes, but i am more of dying on the
interviewers face. it looked like a square. I was
rolling on the ground

NAG OAG NGEN NGEN

sesh r kotha gulo just heart touching.... NAG NAG NGEN NGEN
where the hell is that sexuall predater cunt. she
must be exposed by judiciary, media, parliament

OAG OAG NGEN GEN

Table 4: Model performance (Weighted F1 Score) with different values of hyperparameter k

Value of k Sub Task A Score Sub Task B Score
0 (No Augmentation) 0.232 0.354
2 (Our Experiment) 0.735 0.852
4 0.551 0.672

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix Sub Task A (0: NAG, 1:
CAG, 2: OAG, Y-Axis: True Label; X-Axis: Predicted
Label)

is drastically less compared to the state of the art.
The storage requirement for our model is also lower.
Our models occupy about few MBs (.pkl files),
whereas other models take hundreds of MBs.

4.4 Analysis

Table 4 shows the performance of the classifier
based on different values of the hyperparameter k.
It is evident from the table that with no augmen-
tation (k = 0), the model performs poorly. With
k = 2, which makes the class distribution almost
even, the model gives the best performance. For

Figure 3: Confusion Matrix Sub Task B (0: NGEN, 1:
GEN, Y-Axis: True Label; X-Axis: Predicted Label)

higher values of k, the class distribution becomes
skewed and we get deteriorated performance. Thus
best performance is obtained when there is almost
equal distribution of all the classes; the model can
then learn better representations of the data.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the confusion matrix
for Sub Task A (Aggression Detection) and Sub
Task B (Misogyny Detection), respectively.

We see that our model detects non aggressive
and overtly aggressive categories well. However,
it shows some problem in detecting aggression in
covert forms such as in sarcasm. For misogyny
detection, our model shows some errors.
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Table 3 shows some predictions from our model
where the model predictions match or differ from
the actual labels. As has also been reported in
Safi Samghabadi et al. (2020), there are some la-
belling errors in the dataset itself. Our model pre-
dictions seem to be more appropriate than ground
truth values in those cases.

5 Conclusion

In this work, a fast and efficient pipeline to de-
tect aggression and misogyny from social media
texts was developed. The text data is cleaned and
analysed and data augmentation was performed us-
ing a BERT based model. Various models were
experimented upon and Tf-Idf + XgBoost model
performs the best among them. Weighted F1 Score
of 0.735 and 0.852 was produced by our model,
however with drastically reduced computational
requirements.

In future, we aim to perform the training on a
larger dataset to obtain better results. This would
enable us to develop a fast and efficient system to
tackle the problem of hatred on social media sites.
There is scope of improvement in specific areas
like improving the pipeline to detect the subcate-
gory of covertly aggressive better, and to detect
misogynous content slightly better. We can extend
the reach of the present work to processing multi-
lingual datasets as well.
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